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1. Introduction and Expression Evaluation

● A traditional computer algebra system (or CAS) acts like a powerful calculator. If you

type in derivative(x^2), it will immediately return 2x. This automatic simplification is

problematic when writing assessments. You need to know what form the student’s answer

was in, and you need to have complete control over the form of expressions that you show

to students. For example, if you want to ask "What is x + x", the CAS better not simplify that

to 2x. Likewise if you ask the student to compute the derivative of x^2, you need to know if

they entered 2x or derivative(x^2).

● The Derivita CAS performs no simplification by default. If you enter x + x it returns x + x.

Each line of code will always perform variable substitutions, so if x is already set to -3, x + x
will return -3 + (-3).

○ Use compute(), round(), simplify() to perform the calculation

● basic_simplify()
○ This  cleans up some basic things that frequently occur in a randomly generated

expression, like adding zero or multiplying by 1.  Otherwise it leaves the expression

in its original form. For example with a=1, b=2, and c=0,
basic_simplify(a*x-b*x+c*x) returns x-2x, while compute(a*x-b*x+c*x) returns -x.
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2. Validation and Feedback

Example 1

a := pi

b := input_expr()

assert_equivalent(a, b)

# if is_near(b, 3.14){

#     set_feedback(b, "Do not round")

# }

if is_near(b, 3.14){

set_feedback(b, feedback_string("rounded"))

}

Example 2

#Prompt: Factor `given`

a = 7

b = 9

factored = (x - 7)(x + 9)

given = x^2 + 2x - 63

student_answer = input_expr()

assert_custom(is_commutative_equal(factored, student_answer),

“factoring is hard sometimes”)

Example 3

# Variables

a = 1

b = 2
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c = -63

expression = basic_simplify(a x^2 + b x + c)

#Calculate the correct answer

factored = factor(expression)

student_answer = input_expr()

# Grading

assert_custom(is_commutative_equal(factored, student_answer))

# Feedback

if is_commutative_equal(expression, student_answer){

set_feedback(student_answer, feedback_string("given"))

}

# Solution

solution = expression = factored

s1 = expression = student_answer

Notes
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3. Equivalence Testing
● How do you determine whether two expressions are equivalent? This seems like a simple

question, but it is actually quite complicated and depends on the situation. For that reason,

Derivita provides several different tests for equivalence.

● The difference between assert_* and is_*: Calling any function whose name starts with

"assert" will increment the max score, and if the function returns true, increment the

earned score. Their counterparts that start with "is" just return true or false without

affecting the score.

● assert_equal / is_equal
○ This is the strictest test: it returns true if both expressions are exactly the same. For

example, is_equal(1+x, 1 + x) is true, but is_equal(1 + x, x + 1) is false.

● is_commutative_equal
○ This test is similar to is_equal, but it allows terms to be rearranged according to the

commutative properties of addition and multiplication. For example,

is_commutative_equal(1 + x*y/2, 1/2*y*x + 1) is true. It does not allow any other

simplifications though, so is_commutative_equal(x + x, 2x) is false.

● assert_equivalent / is_equivalent
○ This test returns true if the CAS  considers the two expressions to be algebraically

equivalent. For expressions A and B, is_equivalent(A, B) returns true if simplify(A -

B) = 0. For example, this test treats x + x and 2x as equivalent.

■ same for matrices and equations

■ Caveats: The CAS sometimes has trouble with expressions that contain

trigonometric functions or complicated expressions in the denominator of a

fraction. In these cases, is_near is probably a better choice.

● assert_near / is_near
○ This test uses numerical approximation to determine if two expressions are

approximately equal. In the simplest case, it compares two numbers (or numerical

expressions): is_near(A, B, tolerance := 0.1) returns true if |A - B| <= 0.1.

● assert_interval_near / is_interval_near
○ This test uses numerical approximation to compare intervals.

○ assert_interval_near(union(list(-infinity, -2], list[3, infinity)), union(list[3.09, infinity),

list(-infinity, -2.09]), tolerance := 0.1) returns True.
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4. Custom Mathematical Functions

● The keyword “math_funcs” is used to declare which names should be treated as functions

instead of variables for the current question. For example, after the statement

math_funcs(f, g), the parser will treat f(x)and g(x) as functions instead of

multiplication. This applies in the authoring environment as well as in the student

environment. Additionally, Derivita allows the apostrophe character inside names, so you

can say math_funcs(f, f’).

● After f is declared as a function, f(x) is a function application, unless it is on the left side

of an equal sign. Then it means function definition. For consistency with our pattern of not

simplifying automatically, the function application f(5) simply typesets f(5). You can use

the "expand" keyword to get the fully expanded form:

math_funcs(f)

f(x) = sin(x)

s1 = f(pi)  # f(pi)

s2 = expand(s1)  # sin(pi)

● You can also embed functions into other expressions, including function composition. This

allows you to use other keywords to compute or simplify expressions:

math_funcs(f, g, h)

f(x) = sin(x)

g(x) = cos(x)

h(x) = x^2

s1 = h(f(y)) + h(g(y)) # squaring both terms via function composition = hotness

s2 = compute(s1)  # sin(y)^2 + cos(y)^2

s3 = simplify(s1)  # 1

● Things are slightly different for students entering function definitions. For example, let’s

say we add sf = input_expr() to this program. The student enters f(y) = y + 1.

We cannot apply the student’s definition using sf(5): sf is a variable that holds the input
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box. It is not a function. Use the "apply" keyword to return the application of a student

defined function with specific arguments:

math_funcs(f)

sf = input_expr() # student enters f(y) = y + 1

sf5 = apply(sf, 5)  # f(5)

t = expand(sf5)    # 5 + 1

c = compute(sf5)    # 6

Notes

5. Geometry Notation
● To use these functions, include the statement import "geometry" in the question's code.
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6. Custom Scripts and Plotting

● PLOTTING REFERENCE GUIDE:
https://sites.google.com/derivita.com/authoringdocs/plotting

● Go to https://homework.derivita.com and go to Sandbox → 1. Graphing Examples
○ JSXGraph
○ Google Charts
○ plot_2d
○ plot_3d
○ Desmos
○ Basic Shapes

● Example of plot_2d

plot_settings(font_family  :="latex")

graph := plot_2d(function_2d(x^2, x_min := -10, x_max :=10,

y_min := 0, y_max := 100,label := "x^2"))

Notes
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